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On first anniversary of Europe’s sovereign debt Minsky moment we ask, is the US next?

- US fiscal performance and prospects
- Gauging the risks of a US fiscal crisis
- Will fiscal drag kill the recovery?
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Public debt at peacetime high too
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Closing the Revenue-Spending gap a major challenge
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Sovereign risk ranking (1): Fundamentals
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Gross debt to GDP, near-term projections
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Public deficits
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Sovereign risk ranking (2): Market-based
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US Fiscal drag coming
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Private discretionary spending at historic low

*Discretionary spending here includes personal consumption expenditure on durable goods and gross domestic private investment.
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Prospects for US fiscal policy

Cuts chipping away at 17% of budget in non-security discretionary spending will not go far.

Recent rumblings in Washington encouraging, but agreement on longer-term budget reform before election difficult.

Post election opportunity: Republican Congress and 2nd term Democratic president: Clinton deal redux?

Risks: Republicans unwilling to raise taxes, possible Obama pre-election commitments on spending.

US enjoys market risk rating that belies fiscal numbers risk rating. Failure to make meaningful progress by 2013 raises possibility of US debt crisis.

Near term fiscal drag poses risk to moderate recovery, but ample private spending waiting in the wings.
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